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(illustrator). 278 x 215 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It s
About More Killing All the Monsters! Alternate Objectives is the latest of the Advanced Encounters
series. Like all books in the series, it provides advice and tools for the GM to create more memorable
encounters. Alternate Objectives focuses on creating battles where they PCs have goals beyond
slaying the bad guys: things like rescuing prisoners or obtaining a powerful artifact before the
opponents. Alternate Objectives details several types of objectives and things to consider when
building them. It then describes other elements that could be relevant in a range of encounters
containing alternate objectives but are not tied to specific objectives. Finally Alternate Objectives
provides six sample encounters along with adventure hooks and variations. The include: Stealing a
necklace off an enemy s neck and getting away. Escaping from a collapsing ice cave. Extinguishing
a fire while battling elemental bugs. Protecting a prince from assassins. Holding back efreet long
enough to open a portal and escape the City of Brass. Convincing a fallen angel to return to the
light before he...
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The book is great and fantastic. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. I am very happy to let you know that here is the finest pdf i have
read through within my own life and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Miss Rossie Fa y-- Miss Rossie Fa y

Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DV M-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DV M
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